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INTRODUCTION 

The issue of the confidentiality of adoption 

records has become veiry topical in the last number of years. 

Medi'i coverage of this subject is increasing and regularly 

newspapers report reunions between biological parents and the 

children they gave up for adoption years before . In fact, 

however, there are many more biological parents and adoptees 

who for years search for contact with , or information about 

their child or parent with limited or no success, the~ reason 

being that most jurisdictions, like Manitoba, have enacted 

"sealed records statutes" which prevent the release of much 

of this information. In response, vocal groups such as 

Parent Finders have sprung up across North America, demanding 

legislation which will open up adoption records. 

In Manitoba, it is the strict confidentiality in 
1"The Child Welfare Act• which has posed difficulties in 

this jurisdiction for the inc reasing number of adoptees who 

wish to trace their forebears. On February 22, 1977 .. 

in response to requests received by his office, the 

Honourable the Attorrn~y-General wrote to the Manitoba Law 

Refcrm Commission requesting that we examine and review the 

subject of the confidentiality of adoption records under 

this Act , and indicate possible reforms . At the outset, 

we realized that the legislative issues involved in the 

question of access to adoption records c oncealed many 

practical implications as well as an underlying conflict 

of values and interests . In order to explore properly the 

full implications of the various choices for reform, we 

decided to invite writ.ten submissions on the subject from as 

wide a cross-section of the public as possible. 

Advertisements inviting the legal profession to 
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write to us expressing their views were inserted in the legal 

publications . In addition, letters were written to various 

individuals, groups and child caring agencies. On the basi s 

of the comments received, we published a twenty-nine page 

Working Paper entitled Confidentiality of Adoption Records. 

The paper set out the choices for reform we had to consider 

and served to focus the attention of our readers on the 

issues of concern. As a result of this topic's obvious 

emotional appeal, a large number of comments and submissions 

were received, particularly from the social work profession 

and government ag,encies but also from individual adoptees 

and adoptive parents . With one exception, none of the 

submiss i ons appeared to have been sent by biological parents 

who had previously given up their children for adoption. 

Even so, we think the views. of this group were wi:11 repre-

sented both in th,e literature we reviewed and by child placement 

agencies who corn:isponded with us . The absence of input 

into this project by biological parents is itself revealing 

commentary and caused us some concern about the subject of 

opening sealed records and the possible reunion of child and 

parent. 

The problem we had to face, and which we presented 

to our readers, was to strike a proper balance b,etween the 

desirability on the one hand of preserving the ainonymity of 

the parties and the desirability, on the other, of ensuring 

that adoptees and biological parents who desire to acquire 

information about, or to contact one another, an:! not prevented 

from doing so by oppressive and unfair legislation. The majo

rity of opinions we received agreed that there might be 

situations where .an adoptee should be permitted to have 

the records of hi:s adoption unsealed, enab1ing h:im to know 

the identities of his biological parents and the circumstances 

surrounding his adoption. The more difficult qw:!stion concerned 
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the basis on which the records should be permitted to be 

opened. It involves social concerns and matters of public 

policy, as well as individual need. 

Each party in the "adoption triangle" (thnt is the 

adoptee, the biological parents, and the adoptive pan~nts) seems 

to have conflicting interests . When they give up their children, 

biological parents are promised that their identities will 

never be revealed without their consent. Yet while JT1any 

wish to have nothing to do with the child they gave up, 

years later some desire to have more information about, or 

even meet with , the adoptee . At the same time, adopting 

parerrs are assured that the adoptee will be their child 

in all respects, and that no one, particularly biological 

parents, will interferei with their ._ parentage. Weighirng 

against the interests of both the biological and adoptive 

parents in maintaining secrecy are the rights of the adoptee 

to know his biological oriqins . As they grow older sc,me 

adoptees develop a neecl to establish their identity, aL 

"psychological need to know". In these circumstances, it 

may be very much in the,ir interests to meet with, or know 

more about their biologrical parents. 

Obviously, the issues which confront us are complex 

and extremely sensitive, ones, that touch deeply upon the 

lives of many people. The primary question to be considered 

when examining this are-a is: can there be legislated a 

freer flow of adoption information, while still giving 

equal consideration and protection to the interests of the 

parties in the "adoption triangle"? 
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THE CURREi-l'T SITUATIO~~ 

According to "The Child Welfare Act", once an 

adoption order is made, 

.. all prior parental ties of the child cease 
to exist under law, and the relationship nE?wly 
constituted ... has the same effect as if 2he 
child had bE~en born to the adopting parents. 

In order to proti~ct this new relationship, the agency records 

of the adoption are sealed and can be opened only by the 

Director of Child Welfare, the executive director of the 

agency or on the order of a judge of the Court of Queen's 

Bench, County Court or Surrogate Court. 3 The court records 

of the adoption order made in County Court are also confi

dential, and can be opened only on the order of a judge o f 

the Court of Queen 's Bench, County Court or Surrogate Court. 4 

It should be noted that "The Child Welfare Act" does not 

state under what circumstances the discretion to open up 

the adoption records should be exercised. Also, anyone, 

not only a member of the "adoption triangle", can !'lake 

application for access to those records. 

Though there may seem to be adequate avenues by 

which to open up the adoption information in proper circum

stances, in practice, this discretion is rarely exercised. 

While adoption agencies will provide the adult adoptee 

(and the biological parent) with as much background material 

(that is, non-identifying information) as they can about 

the other party, the practice of most adoption agencies is 

not to facilitate c0ntact between the biological parents 

and the adult adoptee unless both parties have indicated 

their interest in meeting one another. 5 Reunions are effected 

onl y when, in the opinion of the agency, it would not be 
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detrimental to the parties. 6 

Whereas the practices of the agencies may vary , 

there are no reported Canadian cases where a court has 

allowed the adoption records to be opened under statutes 
7such as the present one. The only guideline that has been 

given as to when the records will be opened is that there 
8must be " compelling circumstances 11 In L.J.M. v . The• 

9Director o f Child Welfare (ManitobaJ , the Court stated that 

a court order under s. 94 of "The Child Welfa r e A.ct" and 

it would follow, u:nder s. 93(c) would be made only with noti ce 

to all parties in the "adoption triangle". And this notice 

would be given only in the face of "compelling ciircumstances" . 

It was held that the psychological need to know on the part 

of the biological mother applicant, and evidence of genea

logical problems in her lineage, did not constitute "com

pelling circumstances" so as to facilitate the serving of 

notice on the adop1tee and the adoptive parents. It was 

implicit in the court's judgment that the "psychological 

need to know" on the part of the adoptee would be a stronger 

ground for making an order than the "psychological need to 

know " on the part of the biological parent. 

American cases are of some assistance in providing 

guidelines as to when a Court will order the adoption records 

to be opened under a statute such as "The Child Welfa r e A c t". 

The :;>ertinent American statutes allow adoption records to be 

opened providing there is "good cause" shown to the satisfac

tion of the Court. Such statutes would, in practical terms, 

be no different from our own Act, in that it is implicit in 

the duty of deciding a matter judicially , that "good cause" 

be demonstrated under the Manitoba statute. 

The American cases state that mere curiosity as 
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to one's foreb,ears is not sufficient reason tc::i open up the 
1adoption records . '.l The fact that confidential information 

would be necessary to help defend a filiation proceeding 
11

also would not constitute a "good cause 11 Compelling• 

psychological :need on the part of the adoptee may constitute 

a "good cause", but it would have to be weighc:d against the 

biological parent's right to privacy. 

As i:s evident, the present policy o:f almost total 

confidentiality provides many roadblocks to an adoptee or a 

biol0gical par,ent who wishes to find out more about the other. 

The only crack in the wall of confidentiality is the informal 

policy of adoption agencies to provide background information 

(if any is available) to a member of the "adoption triangle " . 

The agencies and the Director of Child Welfare: never seem 

to exercise th,eir discretion to give out identifying infor

mation unless both the adult adoptee and the biological 

parent have re9istered their wishes to have contact. The 

Courts will op,en up the adoption records if Slllfficient cause 

is shown, but it is not at all certain when (or if) this 

discretion will be exercised. 

Not all jurisdictions handle adoption information 

as we do. The policies are quite different in England and 

Scotland where the adult adoptee has access to official 

records and in:Eormation that could lead to thB tracing of 

his original parents. In Scotland, for example, any person 

over the age o :f 17 years can write or visit RBgister House 

in Edinburgh and, on production of evidence about himself, 

ask for a copy of his original birth certificate. In various 

American State:s such as Alabama and Kansas, to name two, 

an adoptee may not see his original birth certificate but 

may, upon reaching adulthood, read his adoption records. 
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Since these records us:ually contain either the names of his 

biological parents or other identifying information, the 

adoptee in these jurisdictions is also able to learn his 

biological identity . 

Closer to home, we note the experience of the Nova 

Scotia legislature which amended its "Vital st:at:ist:ics Act:" 

in 1975, to allow an aLdoptee automatic access to his original 

birth documents and re,cords upon his attaining the agre of 

majority. Unhappily, one of the first adoptees to exercise 

his right under the le,gislation, actually succeeded in tracing 

his biological mother . The woman, who had been unmarried 

at the time of the birth, had since married, having ma.de a 

conscious decision not to reveal the events of the earlier 

birth . Needless to say, the woman experienced great trauma 

and shock, and her family life was shattered when the appli-
13• b h k k " cant purporting to e er son, came noc ing at her door. 

The provision has sincie been repealed. .~ccording to one 

correspondent, the Nova Scotia Department of Social Services 

is now in the process of developing a policy to replace it . 

It is intended that the new provision will take "into account, 

in a fair and reasonable way, the rights and concerns of all 
14

three sides of the adoption triangle 11 
• 

Connecticut seems to have experienced similar 

problems with its legislation. In 1975, the General .A.ssernbly 

did away with the adoptee's statutory right to obtain birth 

information and provided that a written order · f -rom a judge 

of the probate court must be obtained before an adult adoptee 

could obtain his birth certificate. The written order must 

state that the judge is satisfied that "examination of the 

birth record. will not be detrimental to the public 

interest or to the welfare of the adopted person or to the 
15welfare of the natural or adopting parents 11 

• 
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Unlike those jurisdictions , where access to birth 

records legislation is still new and the full :implications 

of its enactment uncertain, Scotland is one of the very few 

where access to birth information has existed since the 

1930s . A Committee appointed to reassess the practice 

has recently recommended that the relevant legislation 
16not be repealed . The No·.1a Scotia and Connecticut examples 

nevertheless illustrate the dilemma which legislators and 

law reform agencies such as this one face in dt~aling with 

the question of adopti on records access . Obviously the 

interests of adc::>ptees cannot be considered without regard 

for the welfare of the other parties involved . It was , after 

all, through experience with unfortunate intrusions into 

adoptive familic~s and other abuses that the practice of 
17

"sealing''adoption records began. Whatever changes are 

ultimately made, it will be important to safeguard the 

welfare of all parties to adoption. 

THE INTERESTS OF' THE PARTIES IN THE ADOPTION TRIANGLE 

Adopting Parents 

The rationale for confidentiality of adoption 

records is ostensibly to best protect the diverse interests 

of the parties in the "adoption triangle" . As for the 

adoptive parents, confidentiality protects the status given 

to them under s. 96 (1) of " The Child Welfare Act" (that is, 

the status of bt~ing the parent of the adoptee for all lawful 

purposes). They are shielded from the possiblE~ pryings 

of the biological parents who may interfere with the proper 

upbringing of the adoptee. Confidentiality assures the 

adofting parents 

. . . that they may treat the child as thi~ir own 
in all respects and need not fear that tht~ adoption 
records will be a means o 18hurting the child .•. 
or of harming themselves. 
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Confidentiality protects the adoptive parents against the 

fear that if the biological parents meet with the adoptee, 

the adoptee will leave them, effectively rendering them 

babysitters for many long years. 

Yet research shows that the adoptive parents' fears 

with respect to adult adoptees are largely unfounded. One 

set of experts19 have found in their research of these reunions 

that there was no proven harm to the adoptive parents when 

the reunion took place with an adult adoptee. Other writers 

have stated, 20 and, we believe, correctly, that adoptive 

parents should not feel threatened by such a reunion, since 

the ~dult adoptee is often seeking only his identity,and is 

not searching for a new set of parents. The adoptee will 

still consider his adoptive parents to be his true 

parents. 

Biological Parents 

As to the position of the biological parents, the 

picture that immediately springs to one ' s mind is that of a 

young single mother who gives up her child, and then tries 

to build her life ane,w, trying to forget the regrettable 

experience. As one correspondent put it, disclosure of 

identifying information to the adoptee 

... would be a, very cruel and destructive action 
for many natural ... mothers who have tried to 
rebuild their lives . In my case it would bring 
only shock and heartbreak to me and my family. 

The effect of the pre,sent legislation and practice is to give 

biological parents an assurance of anonymity, an assurance 
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that their indiscretions will never be divulged, and disclosure 

of identifying information to the adoptee would be directly 

contrary to these assurances. 

Though this may be the common picture, some 

biological parents may have had second thoughts about 

giving up their child, and subsequently JT\ay develop a 

psychological need to meet, or at least to know more about the 

child they gztve up. In fact, an American su1rvey 21 has indi

cated that 76% of the biological parents surveyed felt that 

adoptees shou1ld have access to information identifying their 

biological parents, and 86% desired updated reports on the 

child they had given up. 

In spite of some of these statistics, we are of 

the view that: the privilege of the biological parents to 

retain their anonymity, if they desire it, must be safeguarded 

in any propos:al to alter the cloak of confidentiality surroun

ding adoption, records. 

Adoptees 

As to the position of the adoptee, he may not be 

aware of his adopted status or, being so awatre, may have 

no desire to have any contact with his biolo•gical parents. 

Certainly in his adolescence , contact with his parents could 

prove emotionally traumatic and confusing. Clearly then 

there are ins:tances where it would not be in. the adoptee's 

interest to supply his biological parents with identifying 

information . But conversely, there may ofte,n be instances 

where it may very much be in the adoptee's interests to have 

contact with , or at least know more about his biological 

parents. The, deep psychological needs of soI!le adoptees go 

far beyond me,re curiosity. They may be "genealogically 
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bewildered", 22 this bewilderment being cured only by more 

knowledge of their background, or perhaps meetings with one 

or both of their biological parents. Othe-rs maintain they are 

being denied access to their birthright, that part of their 

identity is to know who they are. 

ALTERNATIVES 

Among the possible alternatives outlined in our 

Working Paper we suggested a system of "open" adoption 

records, where adoption information would be available on 

demand to members of the adoption triangle . Though this 

system has been adopted in a few jurisdictions (for example, 

Kansas and Scotland where adult adoptees have access to 

identifying information), we tentatively concluded that the 

introduction of such a practice into Manitoba would be 

untenable , primarily because the interests of the p.arty 

searching for contact would always be favoured over the 

party who wished to forget about the adoption . 

While we expected the matter of unrestricted 

access to adoption r,ecords to elicit a highly variable 

response from our readers, this question proved to be less 

controversial than anticipated . None of our correspondents 

favoured a complete "open" system. In fact, most SE!emed 

to support the policy of denying information about 1:1doption 

to both biological and adoptive parents, as well as to the 

adoptee himself. We were, however, twice criticized for our 

apparent insensitivity to the adoptee ' s identity crisis . 

The stronge,st proponent of the open access proposal 

was the Parent Finders group. While they opposed full access 

for biological and for adoptive parents, this group con

sidered the opening up of adoption records to be crucial 
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for the psychological development and advanccarnent of the 

adoptee. It was their view that upon corning of age,adoptees 

ha\e an unconditional right to adoption information and 

consequently, that they ought not to be bound by guarantees 

of confidentLality made to others at the tirnca of placement. 

The rationale behind this submission is that if 

the interests of any party should be favoured, it should 

be the adopteca, as he or she is the innocent pawn in the 

adoption proc,ass, and .ought not to be bound by promises 

of anonymity :made to others. Disclosure of an illegitimate 

or other previous birth, it has been suggestied, is not 

unlike other facts about a person's life that he or she 

may prefer to remain unknown, such as previous history of 

mental illness, extra-marital affairs and so on. 

A second, and certainly more compelling argument 

weighing in favour of the interests of the adoptee are 

the findings reported in a recent study conducted in the 

United States . According to this study, 76% of biological 

sampled felt that their child should be give:n access to 

information revealing their identities. 23 Many said they 

would be receptive to a possible reunion. O:nly 17% of adop

tive parents surveyed were however similarly disposed to 

making these records available to their children. 24 

It is interesting to note that the views of adop

tive and oiological parents alike found 1;,xpr,essinn in the many 

submissions w,e received from the Children's Aid Societies 

in this p:::-ovince . While acknowledging the n,aeds of a great 

many adult adioptees, representatives of thesca agencies were 

generally unanimous in the view that cornmitmcants to biological 

and adoptive parents in past adoptions must be honoured. In 
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addition many voiced strong concerns that adoptees might 

be hurt, rejected or humiliated by biological parents and 

the realities of their life styles . This view was also 

shared by at least one adoptee who admitted natural curiosity 

about his origins. He nevertheless wrote: 

I have read with interest many newspaper and 
magazine articleis authored by adult adoptees who 
have "found their identity" at the end of a long 
and rewarding search for their "natural parents" . 
But I have been left with the suspicion that mcmy 
others whose odyssey has been less satisfying have 
remained silent... 

But beyond all that I remain skeptical about the 
therapeutic valuie of meeting one's physical parents . 
It seems to me that such a reunion could result 
in shock and disillusionment -- on the part of 
either parents or children -- and that perhaps 
only those in such a robust state of mental health 
that they are ca.pable of weathering all types of 
psychological storms are properly equipped for such 
a meeting . 

. . If your bibliography is indicative, little 
is known, or at least little has been written, 
about the benefits, short-term or long-term, of 
reunions, or, for that matter, about harmful side 
effects on the parties involved.. 

To sum up, then, .. . I am deeply suspicious of 
any supposed psychological benefits attributed to 
reunions ... and, I am chary of possible embar
rassment to some parties, and of possible harmful 
effects of disillusionment or shock that inevitably 
results in some cases . I suspect that were the 
law to be liberalized, in many cases the very 
people least equipped to handle such reunions 
would be seeking their ancestors out . 

Until recently there was, it is true, little or 

no detailed research ,on the psychological aspects of adoptee and 

biological parent reunions, occurring once the child had reached 

adulthood. However, in 1973 psychiatric social work,er and 
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author, John Triseliotis published his findinqs on a compre

hensive study of adoptees who had applied for birth infor

mation between December 1969 and ~~ovember 1971~ at Register 

House in Edinburgh, Scotland. Of the samplE: of 70 adoptees, 

60% reported, as their main goal, the meeting of their 

biolcgic&l parents.Thirty-seven percent were primarily 

interested in obtaining information about their social and 

biological origins and not in effecting a reunion. Generally, 

it was the hopE= of all of these adoptees that the attainment 

of their respective goals would eventually lead to greater 
25"happiness, satisfaction or adjustment11 

• 

The iresults of the Triseliotis study suggest that 

of the two groups, adoptees who sought only information 

about their biological parents were generally satisfied with 

the results of their enquiries. Some expresseid a desire 

for more compleite records. Of those who set out to find 

their parents however, many ex':)erienced less satisfaction. 

One in every five adoptees, mostly those searching for a 

biological parent, was either uncertain of the! value of infor

mation obtained or certain that it contributed to increased 

"restlessness and unhappiness". Some of this group were in 

favour of discontinuing their legal right to identifying 

birth information. 26 

In spite of mounting pressure in some quarters 

to do otherwise!, we are therefore o:f: the view that auto-

matic access to adoition records is not a viable approach 

for reform at this time. On the other hand, am outright 

policy of absolutely closed adoption files see,ms equally 

undesirable. Certain refinements and translations of current 

practice into legislative directions seem to be required in 

order to make the system work better. 
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For example, certain refinements would be required 

in the practices of the adoption agencies and of the Director 

of Child Welfare in releasing adoption information. The 

current practice as to non-identifying information (that is, 

open access to it for any party in the "adoption triangle", 

not including minor adoptees) is laudable, and has been 
27

endorsed in a number of reports. In our Working Paper 

we suggested that release of this information might also be 

extended to minor adoptees where they have obtained adoptive 

parental consent. Th is view found expression in the similar 

recommendations of the Committee on Record Disclosure to 
Adopt ees, i• n Ontari·o. A d o f th various• i '2 8 

n e c h ' ld caring and 

placement agencies which corresponded with us, almost all 

endorsed this proposal as an eminently sensible one . 

We received only one brief in opposition to that 

suggestion . According to this writer, adolescence was not a 

time when adoptees could be expected to cope easily with 

the disclosure of prewiously unknown and especially unsavory 

facts about their adoptions. On the other hand, the age 

of majority in Manitoba was thought to be low ~nough to 

allow the adopted individual to begin the quest for addi-

tional information on his own. It was further point,3d out 

that this recommendation tended to impose a substantial 

liability on adoptive parents by placing them in a position 

of making a critical decision about this sensitive area in 

their child's life. The placing of the onus and ultimate 

control of disclosure in the hands of the adoptive parents 

at this stage was felt to be inappropriate in that it might 

result in unnecessary strain on the relationship between 

adoptive child and parent. Interestingly, none of our adoptive 

parent correspondents shared this fear. At least none expressed 

it. 
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While these observations are certainly worthy of 

note, we do not agree that it would be inappropriate to 

allow minor adoptees access to non-identifying information 

where . they have the consent of their adoptive parents. Of 

the adoptees interviewed in the Scottish study, a large 

number reported a general reluctance on the part of their 

parents to share or review information about their ori

ginal genealogy and how they came to be adopted. Many 

of these adoptees reported receiving only minimal information. 

As a general rule, the subject of adoption was discussed only 
29 

once, after which it became taboo at home. This attitude 

seemed to be the result of parental anxiety and fear res

pecting the manner in which this subject should be confronted. 

In such circumstances we think that many adoptive parents 

would welcome the opportunity to have a qualified social worker 

discuss and shaLre with the adoptee alone, or in their presence, 

informat:.on frofll the adoption record . Indeed, we are 

unanimously of the view that the present practice of open 

access to non- identifying information be extended to minor 

adoptees who hctve adoptive parental consent. 

Recent literature on adoption shows that the more 

information which an adoptee has about his background , the 

more accepting of his adoption he will be and, not surpri

singly, the less likely it is that he will attempt to locate 
30his biological parents. Although adoption agencies are 

more than ever aware of the importance of gathering as much 

information as possible, much of the information currently 

possessed by a~rencies is sketchy and out of date. 

In our Working Paper we therefore suggested that 

biological and adoptive parents be required to provide back

ground i nformation : that both sets of pa;i;-ents supply biological 

https://informat:.on
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information about themselves, their general physical ,charac
teristics, education, profession or trade, and finally that 

they be given the option of returning to the agency p1:riodically 

to give updated report:s about themselves and in the case of 

adoptive parents, about the child. 

Our readers ,overwhelmingly agreed. Those o :f our 

correspondents who identified themselves as adoptees were 

generally unanimous in their desire for more information 

about the circumstance:s of their adoptions. They wished 

to be provided with information about why their origjnal 

parents relinquished t!hem as well as a more detailed des
cription of their biological parents' personal, social and 

physical traits. In s1::>me cases adoptees wished to know 

such simple facts as where they were born. Adoptive parents 

also viewed the sharin9 of background information, in 

particular medical histories, as vital to their children 

and subsequent offspring. Sometimes these parents were 

critical of adoption workers for failing to supply them 

with the most basic of information. One reader wrote as 

follows: 

At present there :is very sketchy information 
gathered in a rather haphazard fashion about the 
background of {na11::ural or birth] parents and the 
child. There is sometimes a complete lack of 
information regarding the health, physical and 
mental,genealogical, religious or historical 
background of the family, which information 
often becomes vital to the adoptee.... 

Provision of such information to the adopting 
parents is not only of great importance to the 
adoptee in life and death matters, but also 
may be of very gn~at help in enabling the 
adopting parents 1t.o help the child adjust to 
its new family, to cope with physical and 
emotional problems that often arise later when 
it may be too latE~ to attempt to gather any 
information and to establish an identity which 
many a child seeks in later life. 
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In de,fence of the agencies, we point out however, 

that the extent of information available to them varies 

quite substantially depending on the extent and nature of 

agency contact with biological parents and in particular these 
persons' knowle,dge of their own families . In cases of rape, 

for example, or when a putative father denies paternity or 

refuses to give, information, very little paternal history 

is available. In private and de facto adoptions, agencies may 

unable to establish any contact with or obtain any information 
about biologicatl parents. Nevertheless, we have concluded 

that better methods are needed to gather details about the 
social and medical backgrounds of biological parents and adoptees 

both at the timei of placement and in later years , so that this 

information can be made available to all parti,es in the 

adoption process. Greater emphasis must be pl.aced upon 

requiring parents to provide information to th,e agency as 

a compulsory pre-requisite to adoption. There are other 

ways in which agencies can respond to this need. Parents 

should be advised of their right to continue to supply 

information about themselves and the child, and encouraged 

to do so. Agencies must impress upon all bio1ogi cal parents 

the likelihood of certain medical conditions d,eveloping 

in their families which might bear on the health of the 

adoptee. The n-eed to provide current information in such 

matters must be stressed. 

Like the practice with respect to non-identifying 

information , the current policy of many placem1:'!n t agencies 

with respect to disclosure of identifying information (that 

is, that it be released only on the independent expressions 

of interest of both the adult adoptee and the biological parent) 
seems to provid,e the best protection to the interests of all 

parties. As th,e name implies , identifying information is 
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informc>tion which is most likely to lead to the idemtifi

cation of any one of the adoption principals. In o u r view 

details such as name?s, addresses and, in some cases, even 

specific job designattions ought not to be provided to 

adoptees or biological parents by an agency, except where 

there is mutual agreement. 

On the other hand, we think that some assurance 

must be given that, assuming these conditions are met, the 

wishes of the parties will be respected and the identifying 

information made available. Uniformity in the application 

of these rules is important and we think it lacking at the 

present time . For example, one agency wrote to advise us 

that unlike some other agencies it had never consid,ered 

itself to be in the position to facilitate contact between 

adult adoptees and their biological parents -- first, 

because there is no written directive from the Director 

of Child Welfare authorizing such practice and second, 

because this policy had not received the approval o:f it:s 

Board of Directors. Certain modifications are therefore 

required in this practice. 

One such clhange would be to provide for the esta

blishment of a "central registry" of adoption informat:'...on. 

The advantage or- such a registry would be in having one 

central index of adoptions finalized in Manitoba along with 

a record of any and all requests for information in respect 

of each of these. Individual adoption agencies would, 

however, still provide the direct service. Information 

would be relayed to t he adoption principals through the 

agency or appropriate regional office which handled the 

placement, once the Central Registry had authorized it to 

https://informat:'...on
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do so. Counselliing would still be available to :interested 

parties through the agencies or regional offices concerned 

in the original placement. The concept of a central regis
31 

try of adoptions finds support in a number of solllrces. 

As well, it attracted little disagreement from olllr readers. 

The establishment of the Central Registry could be 

achieved with minimal disruption and at little cost. The 

Department of Health and Social Development already maintains 

a file on each adoption which has taken place in the province. 

It is through this Department that much of the current 

practice with respect to the release of adoption information 

is carried out. Though the agency files on the adoption are 

more complete, the Department would have suffici,ent information 

to direct the agencies in the release of information from 

their files . Hence, we are of the view that the natural 

location for the legislated "central registry" would be 

within the Department of Health and Social Development, under 

the supervision of the Director of Child Welfare. This conclu

sion, advanced tentatively in our Working Paper attracted no 

disagreement from our correspondents, many of whom expressed 

the view that it would facilitate access to information which 

might otherwise remain inaccessible. 

Explicit safeguards and conditions for the operation 

of the Central Registry would still need to be established 

however. In fact. many of our readers expressed serious 

concern about the, terms of reference which the Registry would 

have. At the time we issued our Working Paper it appeared to 

us that the proposed new registry should take a "passive" 

rather than an "aLctive" role in effecting reunions. The 

current practice is, of course, a passive one - that is, a 

party is not soug·ht out by an agency unless he or she has 

already expressedl interest in a possible meeting . Some of 
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our correspondents have expressed the view that a passive 

registry would be inadequate in terms of the present situa

tion. The problems with the passive registry are that a 

biological parent mcty not know of his right to inqu1ire and 

receive information about the child or that an inqu1iry has 

been lodged by the child who is desirous of effecting a 

reunion. Thus it was suggested that to operate on a 

passive basis would be effective only if both parties, that 

is biological parent and adult adoptee, were aware of their 

right to this type of information. 

The Parent: Finders organization has also suggested 

that the registry should be active on the part of aLdoptees, 

making inquiries on their behalf regarding their birth parents' 

willingness to experience a reunion. While l'rof. -Gibson agrees 

with this position, the majority of us are still of the 

view that the proposed departure fro!'! current practice would 

not be desirable. 'l'.he chief reason for this is our concern 

about the danger of some adoptee troubling his or her bio

logical parent in circumstances which would not be welcomed 

by the latter. There is no question in our minds that the 

anonymity of some biological parents might be compromised in 

such circumstances. In any event, one of the roles of the 

Court in the present system is to hear applications to 

unseal agency files and provide information from these 

records . where only c,ne of the adoption principals is known 

to favour its release. In the past, the courts have exer

cised extreme cautio,n in determining how best to proceed 

in such matters and we see no reason why this power should .. 
not remain one of j u1di cial discretion and determination. 

After careful delibe,ration we have, however, concluded 

that some consideration should perhaps be given by the 

Central Registry to ascertaining whether or not the party 

being sought out is deceased. Having reviewed the commen·ts 
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received, it now seems to us that, at least in cases where 

the biological. parents or adoptee died in Manitoba, it 

would be a relatively easy matter to establish that fact 

and to providei it to the interested party. vile therefore 

recommend that the Central Registry be required to search 

the relevant provincial records and provide this information 

when an adoptee or biological parent makes an inquiry, either 

with respect to a possible reunion or seekin<.:r general back

ground information. Prof. Gibson is of the opinion that in 

such circumstances the adoptee should also bei informed , on 

request, of the identity of the deceased parent. 

As f:or advising adoption parties who might have 

moved from Manitoba or who would otherwise be unaware of 

these laws, WE~ recommend publication of folde!rs or brochures 

explaining thei operation and function of the new Registry . 

This recommendation is, however, subject to dissent from 

one Commissioner who believes that the purpos;e of the 

recommendation should be to satisfy a need for information 

whicn arises spontaneously rather than to crE!ate a need 

through advertising. 

Another matter which concerns us on the question 

of identifying information is the prerequisites to be esta

blished for the release of this kind of information. The 

current informal practice is to release identifying infor

mation on the expression of interest of both the adult 

ad9ptee and the biological parent. But, should the consent 

of the adoptive parents be involved in this process? In 

our Working Paper we expressed the opinion that it would not. 

Since adult adoptees are involved in the reunion process , 

the reunion should not be prejudicial to the adoptive 

parents' upbringing of the adoptee. Moreover studies show 

that in such reunions the adoptee does not se,ek a new set of 

parents,but is simply trying to satisfy a need to know and 

understand his origins. The only time the adoptive parents' 

interests might be prejudiced by a reunion, is if the adult 
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adoptee still lives at home. But even then, the adoptee! by 

right of his adult status, should be able to have access 

to identifying information irrespective of his adoptive 

parents' wishes. Finally, we recommended that minor adoptees 

be able to make use of the registry to seek identifying 

information, if they have adoptive parental consent. Nothing 

we have learned since the publication of our Working Paper 

has caused us to alter that belief. In our view, there will 

always be some adoptees who have special needs. These needs 

may manifest themselves earlier in some adoptees than in 

others and, provided they are recognized as valid ones by 

the adoptive parents, we can see no reason -=o prevent a minor 

from seeking identifying information. 

As to the position of parties other than those 

immediately concerned in the adoption, we think that. the 

right to apply to the Central Registry for disclosu:re should 

be restricted to memlbers of the adoption triangle only. 

Although we can foresee the need for others, such as the 

grandparents, siblings and children of an adoptee to obtain 

such information, we recommend that such persons be required 

to apply to a court on the issue of release of identifying 

information, 

Given a registry concept as outlined abovei, one could 

question the advisability of allowing the Director c,f Child 

Welfare and the executive directors of the adoption agencies 

to retain their presemt discretions to open up adopt.ion files. 

As mentioned before, both these offices currently ha.ve a total 

discretion to open up the adoption files, as provided by 

s. 93 of "The Child r,,Telfare Act". And these discretions have 

given rise to the pre?sent informal registry practice. The 

adoption of a formal registry would seem to end the need to 

grant these officials greater leeway in the record-opening 

information releasing process. If an applicant wished to 
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have the records of his adoption opened apart from the regis
try process he could always have recourse to the courts 

under s. 93 (c) and 94 of "The Child Welfare Act". At the 

time we submitted our Working Paper, it therefore seemed to 

us that there was no need to retain the further discretions 

of the Director of Child Welfare and the executive directors 

under s. 93 of the Act to open up the records. We tentatively 
recommended that their present powers be reMoved. 

This tentative recommendation was met with consi
derable opposition by our readers. Of the six placement 

agencies which corresponded with us, all agreed that these 

proposals amounted to an unnecessary removal of the ri9htful 
responsibilities of their agencies. There are it seems ample 

instances where the right of the executive director of an 
agency to decide whether or not to open an adoption file has 

been critical and ei3sential in view of a specific request. 

One such situation might be where an adopted child is in 

hospital and where the medical authorities are seeking vital 

medical information, which is frequently required :i.n a matter 

of hours. Within a child caring agency, the executive director 

can very quickly authorize the opening of these files and the 

transmittal of this information to the appropriate medical 

authority. If the discretionary power were removed from the 

executive director it would be necessary for an agency to make 

application to the County Court for permission to open the 

records and obtain this information . 

There were many other instances cited to us where 

matters of administration might also compel the director of 

an agency to "unsecLl" the records of an adoption. These 

might include: 

(a) meeting an adoptive parents' request to have 
their adoption study released as the basis 
for succE!eding adoption application studies; 
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(b) providing non-identifying background information 
to adoptive parents who have lost or forgotten 
the information given them at placement; 

(c) returning to adoptive parents personal documents 
such as original marriage cer tificates, which 
have inadvertently been kept on file after 
serving their purpose in the adoption 
procedure; 

(d) possible confidential research projects 
authorized by the Director; 

(e) for reference, when information is required 
for post adoption counselling ; and 

(f) verification of adoption which may be re~quired 
by adopt:i.ve parents or adult adoptees in 
relation to passport or visa applications or 
to meet ireligious or other requirements .. 

Services to adoptive parents might be severely hampered if 

the director of an agency were denied access to its records . 

These services could not be provided by the Courts since the 

Court records only contain legal documentation and, since 

1961, only summariE~s of an adoptee ' s background are included. 

We therefore see it as advantageous to retain the discretions 

both of the Director of Child Welfare and of the eixecutive 

directors of the various agencies to open adoption files and 

obtain and disclose? non-identifying information. 

In addition to the establishment of the Central 

Registry and other legislated safeguards some modification 

(albeit minor) would also appear to be necessary i.n the 

process by which a Court may order adoption recordls to be 

opened. 

It could be said that given a registry c:oncept 

which operates without r e sort to a Court, perhaps there is 

no need for an additional judici al rol e in the record opening 

https://adopt:i.ve
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process. However, as we envisage it, the Central Registry 

would not addres,s itself to applications for identifying 

information by members of the general public other than the 

adoption principals. Nor would it concern i tse1 f with requests 

for identifying information where only one of the adoption 

principals has indicated interest in disclosure. Practically 

speaking such applicants would have to come to court and 

demonstrate "compelling circumstances" before the records 

would be unsealed and the requested information disclosed. 

Furthermore, since it is iMpossible to foresee what 

actual situations may arise in the future, the retention of 

some judicial discretion could help adapt the record opening 

criteria to changing circUMstances. Because of personality 

or other special factors it is possible that for some adoptees 

no amount of information or counselling will satisfy or deter 

their quest for identifying information. While we anticipate 

their numbers to be small, in extreme cases such adoptees 

may view a meeting with their biological parents as the only 

solution to their identity crisis and in this respect the 

Court may have to exercise its judgment whether to open the 

records and release the information or to proceed in some 

other manner. Given the extreme caution that the judiciary 

has exercised to date, we are fiDTlly of the view that the 

adoption informcLtion would never be haphazardly released. 

Havin9 decided to retain this judicial discretion, 

the next question would be whether it should be better defined. 

As it stands now there are no guidelines in thei statute as 

to when the discretion is to be exercised (case law has 

provided the "compelling circumstances" criterion). Several 

jurisdictions in North America have adopted "good cause" 

as a criterion. 32 But, as mentioned before, such a delimi-
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tation would not se:rve to further define the Court's discre

tion, since such a :restriction is implied in the duty of 

deciding a matter judicially. 

Almost al1 of our correspondents were in favour not 

only of retaining this system but also it seemed oj: improving 

it. Many were of the view that guidelines ought to be 

enacted so that the Court ' s discretion might be exercised 

in a way that is reasonably uniform as well as consistent with 

the social and policy considerations of the day. 'I~hough 

guidelines might see!m to direct a Court, they may not, in 

fact, be the answer. A lack of express guidelines can be 

an advantage to a Court. 

Without guidelines, a judge is given, within the 

judicial framework, the discretionary leeway necessary in 

dealing in an area where no two sets of circumstances can 

be exactly the same. The provision of guidelines could 

create overly rigid limits in which the judge would have 

to operate. The judicial caution that has been exercised 

in this area reveals: that courts have·not taken an unduly 

free reign due to their complete discretion. This should 

not hot..;ever preclude them from weighing the interests of 

one party against another and in appropriate or "compelling 

circumstances" ordering that the information will be dis

closed. Though terms like "compelling circumstances" are 

difficult to define they are easier to recognize once they 

arise. Hence we are of the view that due to the danger of 

providing overly rigid limits, the judicial discretion 

under ss. 93(c) and 94 of "The Child Welfare Act" should 

remain without more express guidelines other than ",coMpelling 

circumstances". 
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Only one amendment seems to be required to make 

the Court process work better. At the present time no 

express provision exists, requiring that notice~ be given to 

the parties in the adoption triangle before a Court can order 

th.e opening of the records. In L.J . M. v. The Director of 

Child Welfare 33 Philp, C.J . C . C. stated that he would (at p . 3) 

. . . not consider making an order under s. 94 to 
permit a search of the Court records with respect 
to the adoption in question, without notice to 
those other parties [in this case, the adoptee 
and the adopting parents]. 

Philp, C.J.C.C. went on to say that if "compell ing circumstances" 

were shown, he (at p. 3): 

. .. would give them Ithat is, thi~ other members 
of the adoption triangle] notice of [the] proceedings 
without di:;closing their whereabouts or identity; 
and at the very least [they could] give the Court 
some indic,3.tion of their attitude towards the 
application that has been made. 

Although Philp, C.J.C . C. had the foresight not to make an order 

opening the adoption records without notice to the other 

directly interested parties, it is not yet clear whether other 

courts will follow this laudable practice. Representations 

to the Court by these parties (who would retain their anony

mity) would ensure that the Court would come to a well informed 

decision. Hence we are of the view that legislative provision 

be made along the lines suggested by Philp, C . ,J.c.c. above, 

that is, once the compelling circumstances are established 

a discreet serving of notice (with the Director of Welfare 

or his nominee being required to make this discreet contact) 

to the other members of the " adoption triangle" would have 

to be given and they, while being allowed to r,etain their 

anonymity, would be allowed to make full representations to 
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the Court {through counsel, if necessary). Discree!t notice 

would, of course, maintain the confidentiality of all of the 

parties, even as among themselves. 
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CONCLUSION 

The recommendations made above as to the matter of 

confidential adopt ion records would not operate f airly at all 

times - indeed, occasionally one party's interests could be 

hurt by such a system of semi-confidentiality . Nevertheless 

these recommendati ons seem preferable to the wholesale dis

closure advocated by some groups, and we think, will come 

close to successfully providing egual protection to the interes ts 

of all parties in the adoption triangle. 

For ease of reference our recommendatio ns may be 
summarized as follows: 

l. Adoption records should not be completely 
"open" (pp . 11-15) . 

2. The present practice of open access to non
identifying information is endorsed but 
should be extended to minor adoptees who 
have adoptive parentalconsent (pp. 15-17) . 

3. Adoptive and biological parent3 should be 
required to provide background information 
and be told of their option to continue to 
supply such information about themselves 
and the adoptee (pp. 17-19). 

4. "The Child Welfare Ac t" should provide that 
a central registry be established . The 
registry should be located in the Department 
of Health and Social Developme nt under t he 
direction of the Director of Child Welfare 
(pp. 19-21) . 

~. The Central Registry should have the power 
to compel release of identifying information 
from the agency files by the agency or other 
appropriate regional office which arranged 
the placement when it receives the written 
consents of the adult adoptee and bioloqical 
parent. Minor adoptees might apply to have 
access to the information if they have 
their adoptive parents' consent. CounsE~lling 
should be available to interested parties 
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through the various placement and child caring 
agencies (p. 20). 

6. The Central Registry should accept applications 
for identifying information only from members 
of the adoption triangle. Parties outside the 
adoption triangle who desire identifying 
information must apply to the court (pp. 23-24). 

*7. The Central Registry, as well as the various 
adoption agencies, should be required to 
search the relevant provincial records and 
advise persons seeking both identifying and 
non-identifying information of the fact that 
a biological parent or child is deceased 
(p. 22 ) . 

*8. ServicHs provided by the Central Registry 
should be publicized (p. 22). 

9, The discretion of the Director of Child 
Welfare! and of the executive directors of 
the adoption agencies under s. 93 of "The 
Child Welfare Act" should be limited to 
openin9 adoption files for administrative 
purposes or for the release of non-identifying 
information only. Given the "central registry" 
concept: we see no need to retain their 
further discretion to open these files for 
the purpose of releasing identifying 
informa1tion (pp. 24-26). 

10. On application to the Court for the opening 
of adoption records, once the "cornpelling 
circumstances" are established, the Court 
should require that discreet notice be 
given t:o the members of the "adoption 
triangle" in order to solicit their views, 
before it can order the records to be 
opened. Anonymity must be preserved in 
giving such notice (pp. 26-29). 

*These are the ~ecommendations of the majority of the Commissioners. 
For the minority views, please see pp. 21 and 22. 

This is a Report pursuant to section 5 (3) of "The 
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Law Reform Commission Act" signed this 12th day of February, 

1979. 

C.H.C. Edwards, Commi ssioner 

~&-L~
R. Dale Gibson, Commissioner 

~),,.-.~ 
C. Myrna Bowman, Commissioner 

R.?L~M::.?# o 

Val Werier , Commissioner 

SybidSack, cmmissloner 
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.APPEi:WIX A 

LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS WHO CORRESPON'DED WITH 
US ON THE MATTER O:F CONFIDEr~TIALITY OF ADOPTION RECORDS 

{the names of some of the individuals who wrote to us have 
been withheld to preserve their anonymity) 

Director of Child Welfare, Manitoba Department of Health and 
Social Development 

Parent Finders (Winnipeg) 

Alastair Bissett-Johnson, Professor of Law, Dalhousie 
University, Halifax 

Caroline B. Cramer, Barrister 

The Children's Aid Society of Central Manitoba 

Francis C. Muldoon, Q.C., Chairman, Law Reform Co1mmission of 
Canada 

Brian Colli, Graduate-at-Law 

Euclid J. Herie, M.S.W . , R.S . W. 

W.F . Bowker, Q . C . , Director, The Institute of Law Research 
and Reform, Alberta 

Family Services of Winnipeg , Inc. 

The Children's Aid Society of. Winnipeg 

The Children's Aid Society of Eastern Manitoba 

The Children ' s Aid Society of Western Manitoba 

Frank L. Cvitkovitch , Q. C. 

J.F. Reeh Tay l or, Q.C . 

Jewish Child and F'amily Service 

Robert M. Kozminsk.i, Barrister 

R.H.G. Flett, Barrister 
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	INTRODUCTION 
	The issue of the confidentiality of adoption records has become veiry topical in the last number of years. Medi'i coverage of this subject is increasing and regularly newspapers report reunions between biological parents and the children they gave up for adoption years before. In fact, however, there are many more biological parents and adoptees who for years search for contact with, or information about their child or parent with limited or no success, the~ reason being that most jurisdictions, like Manito
	In Manitoba, it is the strict confidentiality in 1
	"The Child Welfare Act• which has posed difficulties in this jurisdiction for the inc reasing number of adoptees who wish to trace their forebears. On February 22, 1977 .. in response to requests received by his office, the Honourable the Attorrn~y-General wrote to the Manitoba Law Refcrm Commission requesting that we examine and review the subject of the confidentiality of adoption records under this Act , and indicate possible reforms. At the outset, we realized that the legislative issues involved in the
	Advertisements inviting the legal profession to 
	write to us expressing their views were inserted in the legal publications. In addition, letters were written to various individuals, groups and child caring agencies. On the basi s of the comments received, we published a twenty-nine page Working Paper entitled Confidentiality of Adoption Records. The paper set out the choices for reform we had to consider and served to focus the attention of our readers on the issues of concern. As a result of this topic's obvious emotional appeal, a large number of comme
	and government ag,encies but also from individual adoptees and adoptive parents. With one exception, none of the submissi ons appeared to have been sent by biological parents who had previously given up their children for adoption. Even so, we think the views. of this group were wi:11 represented both in th,e literature we reviewed and by child placement agencies who corn:isponded with us . The absence of input into this project by biological parents is itself revealing 
	-

	commentary and caused us some concern about the subject of opening sealed records and the possible reunion of child and parent. 
	The problem we had to face, and which we presented to our readers, was to strike a proper balance b,etween the desirability on the one hand of preserving the ainonymity of the parties and the desirability, on the other, of ensuring that adoptees and biological parents who desire to acquire information about, or to contact one another, an:! not prevented from doing so by oppressive and unfair legislation. The majority of opinions we received agreed that there might be situations where .an adoptee should be 
	The problem we had to face, and which we presented to our readers, was to strike a proper balance b,etween the desirability on the one hand of preserving the ainonymity of the parties and the desirability, on the other, of ensuring that adoptees and biological parents who desire to acquire information about, or to contact one another, an:! not prevented from doing so by oppressive and unfair legislation. The majority of opinions we received agreed that there might be situations where .an adoptee should be 
	the basis on which the records should be permitted to be opened. It involves social concerns and matters of public policy, as well as individual need. 

	Each party in the "adoption triangle" (thnt is the adoptee, the biological parents, and the adoptive pan~nts) seems to have conflicting interests. When they give up their children, biological parents are promised that their identities will never be revealed without their consent. Yet while JT1any wish to have nothing to do with the child they gave up, years later some desire to have more information about, or even meet with, the adoptee . At the same time, adopting parerrs are assured that the adoptee will 
	adoptees develop a neecl to establish their identity, 

	Obviously, the issues which confront us are complex and extremely sensitive, ones, that touch deeply upon the lives of many people. The primary question to be considered when examining this are-a is: can there be legislated a freer flow of adoption information, while still giving equal consideration and protection to the interests of the parties in the "adoption triangle"? 
	THE CURREi-l'T SITUATIO~~ 
	According to "The Child Welfare Act", once an adoption order is made, 
	.. all prior parental ties of the child cease to exist under law, and the relationship nE?wly constituted ... has the same effect as if he child had bE~en born to the adopting parents. 
	2

	In order to proti~ct this new relationship, the agency records of the adoption are sealed and can be opened only by the Director of Child Welfare, the executive director of the agency or on the order of a judge of the Court of Queen's Bench, County Court or Surrogate Court. The court records of the adoption order made in County Court are also confidential, and can be opened only on the order of a judge o f the Court of Queen 's Bench, County Court or Surrogate Court. It should be noted that "The Child Welf
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	Though there may seem to be adequate avenues by which to open up the adoption information in proper circumstances, in practice, this discretion is rarely exercised. While adoption agencies will provide the adult adoptee 
	(and the biological parent) with as much background material (that is, non-identifying information) as they can about the other party, the practice of most adoption agencies is 
	not to facilitate c0ntact between the biological parents and the adult adoptee unless both parties have indicated their interest in meeting one another.Reunions are effected onl y when, in the opinion of the agency, it would not be 
	5 

	detrimental to the parties. 
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	Whereas the practices of the agencies may vary , there are no reported Canadian cases where a court has allowed the adoption records to be opened under statutes 
	7
	such as the present one. The only guideline that has been 
	given as to when the records will be opened is that there 8
	In L.J.M. v . The
	must be " compelling circumstances
	11 

	• 
	9
	Director o f Child Welfare (ManitobaJ , the Court stated that a court order under s. 94 of "The Child Welfar e A.ct" and it would follow, u:nder s. 93(c) would be made only with noti ce to all parties in the "adoption triangle". And this notice would be given only in the face of "compelling ciircumstances" . It was held that the psychological need to know on the part of the biological mother applicant, and evidence of genealogical problems in her lineage, did not constitute "compelling circumstances" so a
	American cases are of some assistance in providing guidelines as to when a Court will order the adoption records to be opened under a statute such as "The Child Welfar e Ac t". The :;>ertinent American statutes allow adoption records to be opened providing there is "good cause" shown to the satisfaction of the Court. Such statutes would, in practical terms, be no different from our own Act, in that it is implicit in the duty of deciding a matter judicially, that "good cause" be demonstrated under the Manit
	The American cases state that mere curiosity as 
	to one's foreb,ears is not sufficient reason tc::i open up the 1
	'.l The fact that confidential information 
	adoption records. 

	would be necessary to help defend a filiation proceeding 11
	Compelling
	also would not constitute a "good cause
	11 

	• 
	psychological :need on the part of the adoptee may constitute 
	a "good cause", but it would have to be weighc:d against the 
	biological parent's right to privacy. 
	As i:s evident, the present policy o:f almost total confidentiality provides many roadblocks to an adoptee or a biol0gical par,ent who wishes to find out more about the other. The only crack in the wall of confidentiality is the informal policy of adoption agencies to provide background information 
	(if any is available) to a member of the "adoption triangle" . 
	The agencies and the Director of Child Welfare: never seem 
	to exercise th,eir discretion to give out identifying infor
	mation unless both the adult adoptee and the biological 
	parent have re9istered their wishes to have contact. The 
	Courts will op,en up the adoption records if Slllfficient cause 
	is shown, but it is not at all certain when (or if) this 
	discretion will be exercised. 
	Not all jurisdictions handle adoption information as we do. The policies are quite different in England and Scotland where the adult adoptee has access to official records and in:Eormation that could lead to thB tracing of his original parents. In Scotland, for example, any person over the age o :f 17 years can write or visit RBgister House in Edinburgh and, on production of evidence about himself, ask for a copy of his original birth certificate. In various American State:s such as Alabama and Kansas, to n
	Figure
	Since these records us:ually contain either the names of his biological parents or other identifying information, the adoptee in these jurisdictions is also able to learn his biological identity. 
	Closer to home, we note the experience of the Nova Scotia legislature which amended its "Vital st:at:ist:ics Act:" in 1975, to allow an aLdoptee automatic access to his original birth documents and re,cords upon his attaining the agre of majority. Unhappily, one of the first adoptees to exercise his right under the le,gislation, actually succeeded in tracing his biological mother. The woman, who had been unmarried at the time of the birth, had since married, having ma.de a conscious decision not to reveal t
	-

	13
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	cant purporting to e er son, came noc ing at her door. The provision has sincie been repealed. .~ccording to one correspondent, the Nova Scotia Department of Social Services is now in the process of developing a policy to replace it. It is intended that the new provision will take "into account, in a fair and reasonable way, the rights and concerns of all 
	14
	three sides of the adoption triangle
	three sides of the adoption triangle
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	• 
	Connecticut seems to have experienced similar problems with its legislation. In 1975, the General .A.ssernbly did away with the adoptee's statutory right to obtain birth information and provided that a written order· f-rom a judge of the probate court must be obtained before an adult adoptee could obtain his birth certificate. The written order must state that the judge is satisfied that "examination of the birth record. will not be detrimental to the public interest or to the welfare of the adopted person 
	15
	welfare of the natural or adopting parents
	welfare of the natural or adopting parents
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	• 
	Unlike those jurisdictions, where access to birth records legislation is still new and the full :implications of its enactment uncertain, Scotland is one of the very few where access to birth information has existed since the 1930s . A Committee appointed to reassess the practice has recently recommended that the relevant legislation 
	16
	not be repealed. The No·.1a Scotia and Connecticut examples nevertheless illustrate the dilemma which legislators and 
	law reform agencies such as this one face in dt~aling with 
	the question of adopti on records access . Obviously the interests of adc::>ptees cannot be considered without regard for the welfare of the other parties involved. It was , after all, through experience with unfortunate intrusions into adoptive familic~s and other abuses that the practice of 
	17
	"sealing''adoption records began. Whatever changes are ultimately made, it will be important to safeguard the welfare of all parties to adoption. 
	THE INTERESTS OF' THE PARTIES IN THE ADOPTION TRIANGLE 
	Adopting Parents 
	The rationale for confidentiality of adoption records is ostensibly to best protect the diverse interests of the parties in the "adoption triangle" . As for the adoptive parents, confidentiality protects the status given to them under s. 96 (1) of " The Child Welfare Act" (that is, the status of bt~ing the parent of the adoptee for all lawful purposes). They are shielded from the possiblE~ pryings of the biological parents who may interfere with the proper upbringing of the adoptee. Confidentiality assures 
	. . . that they may treat the child as thi~ir own in all respects and need not fear that tht~ adoption records will be a means o hurting the child .•. or of harming themselves. 
	18

	Figure
	Confidentiality protects the adoptive parents against the fear that if the biological parents meet with the adoptee, the adoptee will leave them, effectively rendering them babysitters for many long years. 
	Yet research shows that the adoptive parents' fears with respect to adult adoptees are largely unfounded. One set of expertshave found in their research of these reunions that there was no proven harm to the adoptive parents when the reunion took place with an adult adoptee. Other writers have stated,and, we believe, correctly, that adoptive parents should not feel threatened by such a reunion, since the ~dult adoptee is often seeking only his identity,and is not searching for a new set of parents. The adop
	19 
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	Biological Parents 
	As to the position of the biological parents, the picture that immediately springs to one ' s mind is that of a young single mother who gives up her child, and then tries to build her life ane,w, trying to forget the regrettable experience. As one correspondent put it, disclosure of identifying information to the adoptee 
	... would be a, very cruel and destructive action for many natural ... mothers who have tried to rebuild their lives. In my case it would bring only shock and heartbreak to me and my family. 
	The effect of the pre,sent legislation and practice is to give biological parents an assurance of anonymity, an assurance 
	-10
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	that their indiscretions will never be divulged, and disclosure of identifying information to the adoptee would be directly contrary to these assurances. 
	Though this may be the common picture, some biological parents may have had second thoughts about giving up their child, and subsequently JT\ay develop a psychological need to meet, or at least to know more about the child they gztve up. In fact, an American su1rveyhas indicated that 76% of the biological parents surveyed felt that adoptees shou1ld have access to information identifying their biological parents, and 86% desired updated reports on the child they had given up. 
	21 

	In spite of some of these statistics, we are of the view that: the privilege of the biological parents to retain their anonymity, if they desire it, must be safeguarded in any propos:al to alter the cloak of confidentiality surrounding adoption, records. 
	Adoptees 
	As to the position of the adoptee, he may not be aware of his adopted status or, being so awatre, may have no desire to have any contact with his biolo•gical parents. Certainly in his adolescence , contact with his parents could 
	prove emotionally traumatic and confusing. Clearly then 
	there are ins:tances where it would not be in. the adoptee's interest to supply his biological parents with identifying information. But conversely, there may ofte,n be instances where it may very much be in the adoptee's interests to have contact with, or at least know more about his biological parents. The, deep psychological needs of soI!le adoptees go far beyond me,re curiosity. They may be "genealogically 
	bewildered", this bewilderment being cured only by more knowledge of their background, or perhaps meetings with one or both of their biological parents. Othe-rs maintain they are being denied access to their birthright, that part of their identity is to know who they are. 
	22 

	ALTERNATIVES 
	Among the possible alternatives outlined in our Working Paper we suggested a system of "open" adoption records, where adoption information would be available on demand to members of the adoption triangle. Though this system has been adopted in a few jurisdictions (for example, Kansas and Scotland where adult adoptees have access to identifying information), we tentatively concluded that the introduction of such a practice into Manitoba would be untenable , primarily because the interests of the p.arty searc
	While we expected the matter of unrestricted access to adoption r,ecords to elicit a highly variable response from our readers, this question proved to be less controversial than anticipated. None of our correspondents favoured a complete "open" system. In fact, most SE!emed to support the policy of denying information about 1:1doption to both biological and adoptive parents, as well as to the adoptee himself. We were, however, twice criticized for our apparent insensitivity to the adoptee ' s identity cris
	The stronge,st proponent of the open access proposal was the Parent Finders group. While they opposed full access for biological and for adoptive parents, this group considered the opening up of adoption records to be crucial 
	-12
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	for the psychological development and advanccarnent of the adoptee. It was their view that upon corning of age,adoptees ha\e an unconditional right to adoption information and consequently, that they ought not to be bound by guarantees of confidentLality made to others at the tirnca of placement. 
	The rationale behind this submission is that if the interests of any party should be favoured, it should be the adopteca, as he or she is the innocent pawn in the adoption proc,ass, and .ought not to be bound by promises of anonymity :made to others. Disclosure of an illegitimate or other previous birth, it has been suggestied, is not unlike other facts about a person's life that he or she may prefer to remain unknown, such as previous history of mental illness, extra-marital affairs and so on. 
	A second, and certainly more compelling argument weighing in favour of the interests of the adoptee are the findings reported in a recent study conducted in the 
	United States. According to this study, 76% of biological 
	sampled felt that their child should be give:n access to information revealing their identities. Many said they would be receptive to a possible reunion. O:nly 17% of adop
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	tive parents surveyed were however similarly disposed to making these records available to their children. 
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	It is interesting to note that the views of adoptive and oiological parents alike found 1;,xpr,essinn in the many submissions w,e received from the Children's Aid Societies in this p:::-ovince . While acknowledging the n,aeds of a great many adult adioptees, representatives of thesca agencies were generally unanimous in the view that cornmitmcants to biological and adoptive parents in past adoptions must be honoured. In 
	addition many voiced strong concerns that adoptees might 
	be hurt, rejected or humiliated by biological parents and 
	the realities of their life styles. This view was also 
	shared by at least one adoptee who admitted natural curiosity about his origins. He nevertheless wrote: 
	I have read with interest many newspaper and magazine articleis authored by adult adoptees who have "found their identity" at the end of a long and rewarding search for their "natural parents" . But I have been left with the suspicion that mcmy others whose odyssey has been less satisfying have remained silent... 
	But beyond all that I remain skeptical about the therapeutic valuie of meeting one's physical parents. It seems to me that such a reunion could result in shock and disillusionment --on the part of either parents or children --and that perhaps only those in such a robust state of mental health that they are ca.pable of weathering all types of psychological storms are properly equipped for such 
	a meeting. 
	. . If your bibliography is indicative, little is known, or at least little has been written, about the benefits, short-term or long-term, of reunions, or, for that matter, about harmful side effects on the parties involved.. 
	To sum up, then, .. . I am deeply suspicious of any supposed psychological benefits attributed to reunions ... and, I am chary of possible embarrassment to some parties, and of possible harmful effects of disillusionment or shock that inevitably results in some cases. I suspect that were the law to be liberalized, in many cases the very people least equipped to handle such reunions would be seeking their ancestors out. 
	Until recently there was, it is true, little or no detailed research ,on the psychological aspects of adoptee and 
	biological parent reunions, occurring once the child had reached 
	adulthood. However, in 1973 psychiatric social work,er and 
	author, John Triseliotis published his findinqs on a comprehensive study of adoptees who had applied for birth information between December 1969 and ~~ovember 1971~ at Register House in Edinburgh, Scotland. Of the samplE: of 70 adoptees, 
	60% reported, as their main goal, the meeting of their biolcgic&l parents.Thirty-seven percent were primarily interested in obtaining information about their social and biological origins and not in effecting a reunion. Generally, it was the hopE= of all of these adoptees that the attainment of their respective goals would eventually lead to greater 
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	"happiness, satisfaction or adjustment
	"happiness, satisfaction or adjustment
	11 
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	The iresults of the Triseliotis study suggest that 
	of the two groups, adoptees who sought only information about their biological parents were generally satisfied with the results of their enquiries. Some expresseid a desire for more compleite records. Of those who set out to find their parents however, many ex':)erienced less satisfaction. One in every five adoptees, mostly those searching for a biological parent, was either uncertain of the! value of information obtained or certain that it contributed to increased "restlessness and unhappiness". Some of 
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	In spite of mounting pressure in some quarters to do otherwise!, we are therefore o:f: the view that automatic access to adoition records is not a viable approach for reform at this time. On the other hand, am outright policy of absolutely closed adoption files see,ms equally undesirable. Certain refinements and translations of current practice into legislative directions seem to be required in order to make the system work better. 
	-

	For example, certain refinements would be required in the practices of the adoption agencies and of the Director of Child Welfare in releasing adoption information. The current practice as to non-identifying information (that is, open access to it for any party in the "adoption triangle", not including minor adoptees) is laudable, and has been 
	27
	endorsed in a number of reports. In our Working Paper we suggested that release of this information might also be extended to minor adoptees where they have obtained adoptive parental consent. Th is view found expression in the similar recommendations of the Committee on Record Disclosure to Adopt ees, i• n Ontari·o. A d o f th various• i '
	n e ch ' ld caring and placement agencies which corresponded with us, almost all endorsed this proposal as an eminently sensible one. 
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	We received only one brief in opposition to that suggestion. According to this writer, adolescence was not a time when adoptees could be expected to cope easily with the disclosure of prewiously unknown and especially unsavory 
	facts about their adoptions. On the other hand, the age of majority in Manitoba was thought to be low ~nough to allow the adopted individual to begin the quest for additional information on his own. It was further point,3d out that this recommendation tended to impose a substantial liability on adoptive parents by placing them in a position of making a critical decision about this sensitive area in their child's life. The placing of the onus and ultimate control of disclosure in the hands of the adoptive pa
	-

	it. 
	While these observations are certainly worthy of note, we do not agree that it would be inappropriate to allow minor adoptees access to non-identifying information where . they have the consent of their adoptive parents. Of the adoptees interviewed in the Scottish study, a large number reported a general reluctance on the part of their parents to share or review information about their original genealogy and how they came to be adopted. Many of these adoptees reported receiving only minimal information. As
	29 
	once, after which it became taboo at home. This attitude seemed to be the result of parental anxiety and fear respecting the manner in which this subject should be confronted. In such circumstances we think that many adoptive parents would welcome the opportunity to have a qualified social worker discuss and shaLre with the adoptee alone, or in their presence, frofll the adoption record. Indeed, we are unanimously of the view that the present practice of open 
	informat:.on 

	access to non-identifying information be extended to minor 
	adoptees who hctve adoptive parental consent. 
	Recent literature on adoption shows that the more information which an adoptee has about his background, the more accepting of his adoption he will be and, not surprisingly, the less likely it is that he will attempt to locate 
	30
	his biological parents. Although adoption agencies are 
	more than ever aware of the importance of gathering as much 
	information as possible, much of the information currently 
	possessed by a~rencies is sketchy and out of date. 
	In our Working Paper we therefore suggested that biological and adoptive parents be required to provide background i nformation : that both sets of pa;i;-ents supply biological 
	information about themselves, their general physical ,characteristics, education, profession or trade, and finally that they be given the option of returning to the agency p1:riodically to give updated report:s about themselves and in the case of adoptive parents, about the child. 
	Our readers ,overwhelmingly agreed. Those o:f our correspondents who identified themselves as adoptees were generally unanimous in their desire for more information about the circumstance:s of their adoptions. They wished to be provided with information about why their origjnal parents relinquished t!hem as well as a more detailed description of their biological parents' personal, social and physical traits. In s1::>me cases adoptees wished to know such simple facts as where they were born. Adoptive parent
	At present there :is very sketchy information gathered in a rather haphazard fashion about the background of {na11::ural or birth] parents and the child. There is sometimes a complete lack of information regarding the health, physical and mental,genealogical, religious or historical background of the family, which information often becomes vital to the adoptee.... 
	Provision of such information to the adopting 
	parents is not only of great importance to the 
	adoptee in life and death matters, but also 
	may be of very gn~at help in enabling the 
	adopting parents 1t.o help the child adjust to 
	its new family, to cope with physical and 
	emotional problems that often arise later when 
	it may be too latE~ to attempt to gather any 
	information and to establish an identity which 
	many a child seeks in later life. 
	In de,fence of the agencies, we point out however, that the extent of information available to them varies quite substantially depending on the extent and nature of agency contact with biological parents and in particular these persons' knowle,dge of their own families . In cases of rape, for example, or when a putative father denies paternity or refuses to give, information, very little paternal history is available. In private and de facto adoptions, agencies may unable to establish any contact with or ob
	information can be made available to all parti,es in the adoption process. Greater emphasis must be pl.aced upon requiring parents to provide information to th,e agency as a compulsory pre-requisite to adoption. There are other ways in which agencies can respond to this need. Parents should be advised of their right to continue to supply information about themselves and the child, and encouraged to do so. Agencies must impress upon all bio1ogi cal parents the likelihood of certain medical conditions d,evelo
	Like the practice with respect to non-identifying information, the current policy of many placem1:'!nt agencies with respect to disclosure of identifying information (that is, that it be released only on the independent expressions of interest of both the adult adoptee and the biological parent) seems to provid,e the best protection to the interests of all parties. As th,e name implies, identifying information is 
	informc>tion which is most likely to lead to the idemtifi
	cation of any one of the adoption principals. In ou r view 
	details such as name?s, addresses and, in some cases, even specific job designattions ought not to be provided to 
	adoptees or biological parents by an agency, except where there is mutual agreement. 
	On the other hand, we think that some assurance must be given that, assuming these conditions are met, the wishes of the parties will be respected and the identifying information made available. Uniformity in the application of these rules is important and we think it lacking at the present time. For example, one agency wrote to advise us that unlike some other agencies it had never consid,ered itself to be in the position to facilitate contact between adult adoptees and their biological parents --first, be
	One such clhange would be to provide for the establishment of a "central registry" of adoption . The advantage or-such a registry would be in having one central index of adoptions finalized in Manitoba along with a record of any and all requests for information in respect of each of these. Individual adoption agencies would, however, still provide the direct service. Information would be relayed to t he adoption principals through the agency or appropriate regional office which handled the placement, once 
	informat:'...on

	do so. Counselliing would still be available to :interested parties through the agencies or regional offices concerned in the original placement. The concept of a central regis
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	try of adoptions finds support in a number of solllrces. As well, it attracted little disagreement from olllr readers. 
	The establishment of the Central Registry could be achieved with minimal disruption and at little cost. The Department of Health and Social Development already maintains a file on each adoption which has taken place in the province. It is through this Department that much of the current practice with respect to the release of adoption information is carried out. Though the agency files on the adoption are more complete, the Department would have suffici,ent information to direct the agencies in the release 
	Explicit safeguards and conditions for the operation of the Central Registry would still need to be established however. In fact. many of our readers expressed serious concern about the, terms of reference which the Registry would have. At the time we issued our Working Paper it appeared to us that the proposed new registry should take a "passive" rather than an "aLctive" role in effecting reunions. The current practice is, of course, a passive one -that is, a party is not soug·ht out by an agency unless he
	our correspondents have expressed the view that a passive 
	registry would be inadequate in terms of the present situa
	tion. The problems with the passive registry are that a 
	biological parent mcty not know of his right to inqu1ire and 
	receive information about the child or that an inqu1iry has been lodged by the child who is desirous of effecting a 
	reunion. Thus it was suggested that to operate on a 
	passive basis would be effective only if both parties, that 
	is biological parent and adult adoptee, were aware of their 
	right to this type of information. 
	The Parent: Finders organization has also suggested that the registry should be active on the part of aLdoptees, making inquiries on their behalf regarding their birth parents' willingness to experience a reunion. While l'rof. -Gibson agrees with this position, the majority of us are still of the view that the proposed departure fro!'! current practice would not be desirable. 'l'.he chief reason for this is our concern about the danger of some adoptee troubling his or her biological parent in circumstances
	such circumstances. In any event, one of the roles of the Court in the present system is to hear applications to unseal agency files and provide information from these records. where only c,ne of the adoption principals is known to favour its release. In the past, the courts have exer
	cised extreme cautio,n in determining how best to proceed in such matters and we see no reason why this power should 
	.. 
	not remain one of j u1di cial discretion and determination. 
	After careful delibe,ration we have, however, concluded 
	that some consideration should perhaps be given by the 
	Central Registry to ascertaining whether or not the party 
	being sought out is deceased. Having reviewed the commen·ts 
	received, it now seems to us that, at least in cases where the biological. parents or adoptee died in Manitoba, it would be a relatively easy matter to establish that fact and to providei it to the interested party. vile therefore recommend that the Central Registry be required to search the relevant provincial records and provide this information when an adoptee or biological parent makes an inquiry, either with respect to a possible reunion or seekin<.:r general background information. Prof. Gibson is of
	As f:or advising adoption parties who might have moved from Manitoba or who would otherwise be unaware of WE~ recommend publication of folde!rs or brochures explaining thei operation and function of the new Registry. This recommendation is, however, subject to dissent from one Commissioner who believes that the purpos;e of the recommendation should be to satisfy a need for information whicn arises spontaneously rather than to crE!ate a need through advertising. 
	these laws, 

	Another matter which concerns us on the question of identifying information is the prerequisites to be established for the release of this kind of information. The current informal practice is to release identifying information on the expression of interest of both the adult ad9ptee and the biological parent. But, should the consent of the adoptive parents be involved in this process? In our Working Paper we expressed the opinion that it would not. Since adult adoptees are involved in the reunion process 
	adoptee still lives at home. But even then, the adoptee! by 
	right of his adult status, should be able to have access 
	to identifying information irrespective of his adoptive 
	parents' wishes. Finally, we recommended that minor adoptees 
	be able to make use of the registry to seek identifying 
	information, if they have adoptive parental consent. Nothing we have learned since the publication of our Working Paper 
	has caused us to alter that belief. In our view, there will always be some adoptees who have special needs. These needs may manifest themselves earlier in some adoptees than in others and, provided they are recognized as valid ones by 
	the adoptive parents, we can see no reason -=o prevent a minor from seeking identifying information. 
	As to the position of parties other than those immediately concerned in the adoption, we think that. the right to apply to the Central Registry for disclosu:re should be restricted to memlbers of the adoption triangle only. Although we can foresee the need for others, such as the grandparents, siblings and children of an adoptee to obtain such information, we recommend that such persons be required to apply to a court on the issue of release of identifying information, 
	Given a registry concept as outlined abovei, one could question the advisability of allowing the Director c,f Child Welfare and the executive directors of the adoption agencies to retain their presemt discretions to open up adopt.ion files. As mentioned before, both these offices currently ha.ve a total discretion to open up the adoption files, as provided by 
	s. 93 of "The Child r,,Telfare Act". And these discretions have given rise to the pre?sent informal registry practice. The adoption of a formal registry would seem to end the need to grant these officials greater leeway in the record-opening information releasing process. If an applicant wished to 
	have the records of his adoption opened apart from the regis
	try process he could always have recourse to the courts 
	under s. 93 (c) and 94 of "The Child Welfare Act". At the 
	time we submitted our Working Paper, it therefore seemed to 
	us that there was no need to retain the further discretions 
	of the Director of Child Welfare and the executive directors 
	under s. 93 of the Act to open up the records. We tentatively 
	recommended that their present powers be reMoved. 
	This tentative recommendation was met with considerable opposition by our readers. Of the six placement agencies which corresponded with us, all agreed that these proposals amounted to an unnecessary removal of the ri9htful 
	responsibilities of their agencies. There are it seems ample instances where the right of the executive director of an agency to decide whether or not to open an adoption file has been critical and ei3sential in view of a specific request. One such situation might be where an adopted child is in hospital and where the medical authorities are seeking vital medical information, which is frequently required :i.n a matter of hours. Within a child caring agency, the executive director can very quickly authorize 
	There were many other instances cited to us where matters of administration might also compel the director of an agency to "unsecLl" the records of an adoption. These might include: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	meeting an adoptive parents' request to have their adoption study released as the basis for succE!eding adoption application studies; 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	providing non-identifying background information to adoptive parents who have lost or forgotten the information given them at placement; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	returning to adoptive parents personal documents such as original marriage cer tificates, which have inadvertently been kept on file after serving their purpose in the adoption procedure; 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	possible confidential research projects authorized by the Director; 

	(e) 
	(e) 
	for reference, when information is required for post adoption counselling; and 

	(f) 
	(f) 
	verification of adoption which may be re~quired by parents or adult adoptees in relation to passport or visa applications or to meet ireligious or other requirements.. 
	adopt:i.ve 



	Figure
	Services to adoptive parents might be severely hampered if the director of an agency were denied access to its records. These services could not be provided by the Courts since the Court records only contain legal documentation and, since 1961, only summariE~s of an adoptee ' s background are included. We therefore see it as advantageous to retain the discretions both of the Director of Child Welfare and of the eixecutive directors of the various agencies to open adoption files and obtain and disclose? non-
	In addition to the establishment of the Central Registry and other legislated safeguards some modification 
	(albeit minor) would also appear to be necessary i.n the process by which a Court may order adoption recordls to be opened. 
	It could be said that given a registry c:oncept which operates without r esort to a Court, perhaps there is no need for an additional judici al rol e in the record opening 
	process. However, as we envisage it, the Central Registry would not addres,s itself to applications for identifying information by members of the general public other than the adoption principals. Nor would it concern i tse1 f with requests for identifying information where only one of the adoption principals has indicated interest in disclosure. Practically speaking such applicants would have to come to court and demonstrate "compelling circumstances" before the records would be unsealed and the requested 
	Furthermore, since it is iMpossible to foresee what actual situations may arise in the future, the retention of some judicial discretion could help adapt the record opening criteria to changing circUMstances. Because of personality or other special factors it is possible that for some adoptees no amount of information or counselling will satisfy or deter their quest for identifying information. While we anticipate their numbers to be small, in extreme cases such adoptees may view a meeting with their biolog
	Havin9 decided to retain this judicial discretion, the next question would be whether it should be better defined. As it stands now there are no guidelines in thei statute as to when the discretion is to be exercised (case law has provided the "compelling circumstances" criterion). Several jurisdictions in North America have adopted "good cause" as a criterion. But, as mentioned before, such a delimi
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	tation would not se:rve to further define the Court's discretion, since such a :restriction is implied in the duty of deciding a matter judicially. 
	Almost al1 of our correspondents were in favour not only of retaining this system but also it seemed oj: improving it. Many were of the view that guidelines ought to be enacted so that the Court ' s discretion might be exercised in a way that is reasonably uniform as well as consistent with the social and policy considerations of the day. 'I~hough guidelines might see!m to direct a Court, they may not, in fact, be the answer. A lack of express guidelines can be an advantage to a Court. 
	Without guidelines, a judge is given, within the judicial framework, the discretionary leeway necessary in dealing in an area where no two sets of circumstances can be exactly the same. The provision of guidelines could create overly rigid limits in which the judge would have to operate. The judicial caution that has been exercised in this area reveals: that courts have·not taken an unduly free reign due to their complete discretion. This should not hot..;ever preclude them from weighing the interests of on
	Only one amendment seems to be required to make the Court process work better. At the present time no express provision exists, requiring that notice~ be given to the parties in the adoption triangle before a Court can order th.e opening of the records. In L.J. M. v. The Director of Child WelfarePhilp, C.J.C. C. stated that he would (at p.3) 
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	. . . not consider making an order under s. 94 to permit a search of the Court records with respect to the adoption in question, without notice to those other parties [in this case, the adoptee and the adopting parents]. 
	Philp, C.J.C.C. went on to say that if "compell ing circumstances" were shown, he (at p. 3): 
	. .. would give them Ithat is, thi~ other members of the adoption triangle] notice of [the] proceedings without di:;closing their whereabouts or identity; and at the very least [they could] give the Court some indic,3.tion of their attitude towards the application that has been made. 
	Although Philp, C.J.C. C. had the foresight not to make an order opening the adoption records without notice to the other directly interested parties, it is not yet clear whether other courts will follow this laudable practice. Representations to the Court by these parties (who would retain their anonymity) would ensure that the Court would come to a well informed decision. Hence we are of the view that legislative provision be made along the lines suggested by Philp, C.,J.c.c. above, that is, once the com
	a discreet serving of notice (with the Director of Welfare or his nominee being required to make this discreet contact) to the other members of the "adoption triangle" would have to be given and they, while being allowed to r,etain their anonymity, would be allowed to make full representations to 
	a discreet serving of notice (with the Director of Welfare or his nominee being required to make this discreet contact) to the other members of the "adoption triangle" would have to be given and they, while being allowed to r,etain their anonymity, would be allowed to make full representations to 
	the Court {through counsel, if necessary). Discree!t notice would, of course, maintain the confidentiality of all of the parties, even as among themselves. 

	CONCLUSION 
	The recommendations made above as to the matter of confidential adopt ion records would not operate f airly at all 
	times -indeed, occasionally one party's interests could be 
	hurt by such a system of semi-confidentiality. Nevertheless 
	these recommendati ons seem preferable to the wholesale dis
	closure advocated by some groups, and we think, will come 
	close to successfully providing egual protection to the interes ts of all parties in the adoption triangle. 
	For ease of reference our recommendations may be summarized as follows: 
	l. Adoption records should not be completely "open" (pp . 11-15) . 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	The present practice of open access to nonidentifying information is endorsed but should be extended to minor adoptees who have adoptive parentalconsent (pp. 15-17) . 

	3. 
	3. 
	Adoptive and biological parent3 should be required to provide background information and be told of their option to continue to supply such information about themselves and the adoptee (pp. 17-19). 

	4. 
	4. 
	"The Child Welfare Ac t" should provide that a central registry be established. The registry should be located in the Department of Health and Social Developme nt under t he direction of the Director of Child Welfare 


	(pp. 19-21) . 
	~. The Central Registry should have the power to compel release of identifying information from the agency files by the agency or other appropriate regional office which arranged the placement when it receives the written consents of the adult adoptee and bioloqical parent. Minor adoptees might apply to have access to the information if they have their adoptive parents' consent. CounsE~lling should be available to interested parties 
	through the various placement and child caring agencies (p. 20). 
	6. The Central Registry should accept applications for identifying information only from members of the adoption triangle. Parties outside the adoption triangle who desire identifying information must apply to the court (pp. 23-24). 
	*7. The Central Registry, as well as the various adoption agencies, should be required to search the relevant provincial records and advise persons seeking both identifying and non-identifying information of the fact that a biological parent or child is deceased 
	(p. 22) . 
	*8. ServicHs provided by the Central Registry should be publicized (p. 22). 
	9, The discretion of the Director of Child Welfare! and of the executive directors of the adoption agencies under s. 93 of "The Child Welfare Act" should be limited to openin9 adoption files for administrative purposes or for the release of non-identifying information only. Given the "central registry" concept: we see no need to retain their further discretion to open these files for the purpose of releasing identifying informa1tion (pp. 24-26). 
	10. On application to the Court for the opening of adoption records, once the "cornpelling circumstances" are established, the Court should require that discreet notice be given t:o the members of the "adoption triangle" in order to solicit their views, before it can order the records to be opened. Anonymity must be preserved in giving such notice (pp. 26-29). 
	*These are the ~ecommendations of the majority of the Commissioners. For the minority views, please see pp. 21 and 22. 
	This is a Report pursuant to section 5 (3) of "The 
	Law Reform Commission Act" signed this 12th day of February, 1979. 
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	{the names of some of the individuals who wrote to us have been withheld to preserve their anonymity) 
	Director of Child Welfare, Manitoba Department of Health and Social Development 
	Parent Finders (Winnipeg) Alastair Bissett-Johnson, Professor of Law, Dalhousie University, Halifax 
	Caroline B. Cramer, Barrister The Children's Aid Society of Central Manitoba Francis C. Muldoon, Q.C., Chairman, Law Reform Co1mmission of 
	Canada Brian Colli, Graduate-at-Law Euclid J. Herie, M.S.W. , R.S . W. 
	W.F . Bowker, Q . C. , Director, The Institute of Law Research and Reform, Alberta 
	Family Services of Winnipeg , Inc. The Children's Aid Society of. Winnipeg 
	The Children's Aid Society of Eastern Manitoba The Children' s Aid Society of Western Manitoba Frank L. Cvitkovitch , Q. C. 
	J.F. Reeh Tayl or, Q.C . Jewish Child and F'amily Service Robert M. Kozminsk.i, Barrister 
	R.H.G. Flett, Barrister 




